Rack Engineering Division has a basic numbering method to help you design your Nu-Era Modular Drawer System. Each drawer is assigned a standard model number (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 20, 24). Each housing is also assigned a standard model number (28, 32, 36, 50, 69). To properly configure your Nu-Era Modular Drawer System, the sum of your drawer model numbers must add up to your housing model number. If you do not arrive at a standard housing number, you may have to add, remove or change the size of a drawer, or choose another of the five standard housing sizes.

Example:
Housing Model No. 36 will hold a total of
(2) Model Number 4 drawers,
(2) Model Number 6 drawers and
(2) Model Number 8 drawers.
The drawers add up to 36, which matches the housing model number.

Example:
Housing Model No. 69 will hold a total of
(4) Model Number 6 drawers,
(4) Model Number 8 drawers and
(1) Model Number 13 drawer.
The drawers add up to 69, which matches the housing model number.

NU-ERA MODULAR DRAWER NUMBERING SYSTEM

MODULAR DESIGN FITS SMALL SPACES AND LARGE PLACES

Fourteen Drawer Heights

Pick-up Base Standard On All Cabinets

Hundreds of Interior Drawer Layouts

Five Housing Heights:

Two Housing Widths:

STD

CHW

30”

45”